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REPORTING STATISTICS IN CLINICAL TRIALS
PUBLISHED IN INDIAN JOURNALS: A SURVEY
Jay Karan1, ND Kantharia2, Preeti Yadav3, Pankaj Bhardwaj4
ABSTRACT
objective: Clinical trials are having very important place in the hierarchy of evidence based
medicine. It has been observed that current methods of use and reporting of statistics of
clinical trials are responsible for errors in the interpretation of results.We decided to evaluate
clinical trials published during 2007 and 2008 in four Indian journals to analyses statistical
issues which may affect the interpretation of results.
Methodology: We analyzed all the clinical trials (46) published in Indian Pediatrics, Indian
Journal of Pharmacology, Journal of Postgraduate Medicine and Indian Journal of Dermatology,
Vanereology and Leprology in 2007-2008.
Results: Median number of end points reported in clinical trials as well as median number of
end points which were used for testing of significance was four. Twenty one (45%) of trials
reported repeated measurement. Eighteen (39%) trials had three or more than three treatment
groups. median number of test of significance was 15. post hoc subgroup analysis was done in
19% (9) of trials. P value was the sole criteria for interpretation of results in most of the trials;
confidence interval was calculated in 11 (23%) trials. Baseline comparison between the study
groups was done in 41 (89%) trials. In all cases comparison was done by statistical tests. Exact
sample size was calculated in 18 (39%) trials.
Conclusion: There are great chances of committing error during the interpretation of results
of these trials because of multiple treatment groups, repeated measurements of endpoints,
multiple tests of significance, over reliability on P value and less use of confidence interval.
Statistical methods available to reduce chances of errors should be used and result should be
interpreted accordingly.
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The randomized controlled clinical trial is
considered as the gold standard for an evaluation of effectiveness of any new drug or intervention. The methodologies of clinical trials
have improved over the years. Statistics used
in analysis of data of clinical trials has also improved because of the availability of the software for analysis of data. By using the software
more complex statistics can be performed like
analysis of several endpoints, repeat measure-

Reporting of statistics in clinical trials

ment of endpoints over the course of treatment,
subgroup analysis and comparison of more than
two treatments, but this leads to various types
of statistical errors like danger of excessive use
of the statistical testing and inflation of type 1
error. Morever if all findings are not expressed
in article or abstract then it may lead to exaggeration or underplaying of actual treatment
difference.
Studies published in different journals have
pointed out poor quality of statistical reporting
of clinical trials.1 Unfortunately even simple statistical methods like t test and chi-square tests
are misused for data analysis because there test
assumptions were not evaluated sufficiently
before application of tests.2-4 If a study contains
multiple endpoints necessitating multiple statistical tests, it is important to check the rate of
false positive results and the potential inflation
of type I errors by applying adequate multiplecomparison corrections.5,6 post hoc subgroup
analysis, not pre specified at the start of study
should be avoided as it lead to bias.7 We found
that all these studies were related to articles
published in journals of western countries and
there is need of conducting these studies in articles published in India. So our aim in this
study was to discuss few issues associated with
the reporting of statistics of clinical trials published in four Indian journals in year 2008-2009.
Very few studies have bee carried out to address
these issues and most of them are not for
Indian journals.8
METHODOLOGY
We evaluated 46 clinical trials which were
published in three Indian medical journals in
2007 and 2008. Out of these 15 from Indian
Pediatrics, 6 were from Indian Journal of Pharmacology, 18 were from Indian Journal of Dermatology, Vanereology and Leprology and 7
from Journal of Post Graduate Medicine. All
authors evaluated each clinical trial for various
parameters related to design, analysis and reporting. Discrepancies between the authors
were resolved by consensus. Ten clinical trials
were reevaluated by first author to check the
reliability and no substantial difference was

found (kappa – 0.62). Our survey included only
the comparative trials.
Statistical Analysis: Descriptive statistics was
used for the measurement of frequency of
events. Exact frequency was reported with
proportion and 95% confidence interval around
the proportion.
RESULTS
We observed that the median number of
patients of the trial was 65. In 7 trials sample
size was less than 30 and in 8 trials it was more
than 100. Range of sample size was 16 to 206.
Table-I shows the number of endpoints
mentioned in each clinical trial report, as well
as the number for which statistical test used to
see the difference between groups. We consider
endpoints as those event or outcome that can
be measured objectively to determine whether
the intervention being studied is beneficial. We
did not included adverse effects as endpoints
of trial. The median number of end points was
four. Twenty five (0.54, 95%CI 0.40 to 0.67) trials reported number of end points 5 or less than
5. 9 or more than 9 end points were observed in
8 (0.17, 95%CI 0.09 to 0.30) trials. Median end
points reported in the clinical trials of four journals were similar (4 for Indian journal of pharmacology, 4 in Indian pediatrics, 4 in Indian
journal of dermatology, vanereology and leprology and 5 in journal of post graduate medicine). Significant test was used for most of the
end points. Median end points for which significant test used was 4. Most of the trials contain the end points of both qualitative and quantitative type; only 1 (0.021, 95%CI 0.003 to 0.113)
trial has survival analysis as end point. Primary
end points were mentioned in 23 (0.50, 95%CI
0.36 to 0.63) trials. Multiple end points were
not adjusted in any trial. In the studies where
primary end points were mentioned, in none
of the study statistically significant secondary
endpoints were emphasized over the primary
endpoint.
In trials related to quantitative end points, end
points are usually measured before the start of
intervention and many times after the start of
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Table-I: Distribution of number of
end points in 46 clinical trials

Table-II: No. of test of significance used
in clinical trial of three Indian journals

No. of
end point
mentioned

No. of
trials

No. of end
point tested
for significance

No. of
trials

3 to 5

25

3 to 5

29

6 to 8

13

6 to 8

12

9 to 11

8

9 to 11

5

intervention. In our study 21 (0.45, 95%CI 0.32
to 0.59) of trials reported repeated measurements. Among these eighteen (0.85, 95%CI 0.65
to 0.95) trials reported significant test at
every measurement. There was no technique
used to decrease type I error generated because
of repeated measurement over the time in any
trial.
Twenty one (0.45, 95%CI 0.32 to 0.59) trials
were having two treatment groups. 18 (0.85,
95%CI 0.65 to 0.95) trials were having three or
more than three treatment groups. Seven (0.15,
95%CI 0.07 to 0.28) trials were having two period crossover designs. In the trials where multiple treatment groups were analyzed in paired
fashion, repeat measure ANOVA or its non
parametric equivalent (Friedman test) was used
to analyze data (17 (0.94, 95%CI 0.74 to 0.99)
trials).
We found that median number of significance
test was 15 (Table-II). It includes all significance
tests including the subgroup analysis, multiple
end points and repeated measurement. More
than 20 significant tests were used in five (0.10,
95%CI 0.04 to 0.23) trials. Range of number of
significance tests was 2 to 53.
In this study we found that subgroup analysis was done in 9 (0.19, 95%CI 0.10 to 0.33) of
studies. Three (0.33, 95%CI 0.12 to 0.64) of these
has more than one prognostic factor in the
subgroup analysis.
Confidence interval was calculated in 11 (0.23,
95%CI 0.13 to 0.37) trials. We observed that
baseline comparison between study groups
were done in 41(0.89, 95%CI 0.76 to 0.95) articles.
In all trials the comparison was done by a statistical test. Exact sample size was calculated in
18 (0.85, 95%CI 0.65 to 0.95) trials.
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No. of tests

No. of trials

1 to 5

7

6 to 10

18

11 to 20

15

21 to 50

3

> 50

2

DISCUSSION
We observed that multiple end points were
evaluated in all of the trials. This enhances the
chance of type I error.9 One method of addressing this problem is by considering most important end point as primary end point during the
design of trial and validity of hypothesis
checked by using statistical test on this end point
only. Other end points should be considered as
secondary end points and should be analyzed
as exploratory.8 In this study 23 (50%) trials used
this method. In some condition it is very difficult to identify single end point in advance. In
that condition some other statistical methods
can be used to adjust the inflation of type 1 error like Bonferroni correction method and composite end point method.8-10 In a study done by
Ton J et al (2006) it was found that among the
16 randomized controlled trials with positive
results published in British medical journal in
2004, only 8 trials remain positive after
Bonferroni correction.9
We also observed repeated measurement of
end points in many of the trials (45%). It may
also leads to type 1 error. During the design of
trial a strategy should be planned to deal with
the repeated measurement. There are various
strategies available for this like comparing average effect of treatment over the time or one or
two time point can be fixed in advance for comparison between the treatment or time period
to attend specific threshold value can be compared.8,9.11 In our study we found that in no trial
these adjustments were done so there is
profound chance of having type 1 error in these
trials.
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Same problem was also seen in the case of
more treatment groups that will also leads to
type 1 error. ANOVA and Friedman one-way
ANOVA are used to decrease the inflation of
type I error. This method was used in 17 trials.
This is an encouraging finding. There are some
other statistical methods available which can be
used for adjustment of P values.9,12
We found that median number of statistical
test per trial was 15. As compared to other similar studies done on western medical journals,
the number is more.8 Actual number of statistical tests may be more as authors usually report
the significant tests only. The best scenario of
validity of statistical test is, when only one predefined end point is used in analysis. More statistical tests lead to type I error.13 So a primary
end point should be defined before starting the
clinical trial and secondary end points should
be used for exploration of hypothesis.9.12
In our study subgroup analysis was done in 9
(19%) of trials done which is less compared to
similar studies published in western medical
journals.14 It is common practice to explore a
subgroup of patients if overall result is not significant.14 If author decides to do the subgroup
analysis then it should be designed before the
start of trial. In our study we found that planned
subgroup analysis was not reported in any
study. Subgroup analysis can increase type I
error. However, a preferred alternative to subgroup analysis is to combine the factors into a
single predictive model (an equation, such as a
regression analysis), rather than to analyze each
subgroup separately. The researchers thus test
for interactions between the variable and the
endpoint to avoid subgroup analysis. We found
that this method was not used in any of the 9
trials in which subgroup analysis was reported.
Subgroup analyses always include fewer patients than does the overall analysis, they carry
a greater risk of making a type II error—falsely
concluding that there is no difference. Guideline should be followed to report the subgroup
analysis of clinical trials.14
In this study we observed that in most of the
trial P value was the only method of reporting
the results. P value is often misinterpreted,15 and

even if it is interpreted rightly it has some limitations.16 Not writing the exact P value enhanced
the problem further.13 For the main results absolute difference between the groups with 95%
confidence interval should be reported with or
without P value.13
We found that in many of the trials baseline
comparison was done with the help of statistical test. In a properly randomized trial each
participant has equal chance of assigment to any
of the study groups so any difference in the
prognostic factor is because of the chance and
not due to bias. It shows statistical imbalance.
The result of the trials should be adjusted for
this statistical imbalance by regression methods.8,13
It was observed that exact sample size was
calculated in only 39%.In clinical trials sample
should be big enough to have a high chance of
detection, as statistically significant, a worthwhile effect if it exists, and thus to be reasonably sure that no benefit exists if it is not found
in trial. For sample size calculation in hypothesis testing researcher must know the effect size,
standard deviation, significant level and power
of study.17 Effect size and standard deviation of
new agents can be calculated by pilot study. In
a review by Alexander M et al in 2007 these
findings are confirmed.18
Limitations of the study: We evaluate clinical
trials on the basis of few statistical problems
reported in clinical trials of western medical
journals; this is the limitation of our study as
more extensive criteria could have been used.
We believe that very few studies are published
regarding reporting of the statistics in Indian
journals and this study is one of them. Another
limitation of our study is less number of journals under study and less number of trials.
Study with more Indian journals and more
clinical trials may give better validity to these
results.
We believe that clinical trials published in four
representative Indian journals are not devoid
of statistical problems and most important problem is type I error. Though there are various
methods available to decrease these errors, they
are not used during the reporting of these triPak J Med Sci 2010 Vol. 26 No. 1
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als. It leads to exaggeration of results. Reader
should be careful during the formation of
opinion on the basis of these trials.
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